Gamefisher 15 hp outboard motor parts

Model This particular motor has a low serial number in the range , so was probably made in 85,
however the carb has a date of on it, so maybe they didn't sell as many as I would expect. The 9.
These motors were made for Sears after that, but the starter unit was changed. They started in ,
by supplying builders like Chris Craft with inboard engines. At one point in the 40's Chrysler
had about 40 percent of the marine engine market. Quote from a former Chrysler marine
executive, "We were told that as part of the government bailout, Chrysler had to sell off all it's
neonate related businesses and concentrate on it's auto business. I believe we were the last to
go. We all knew it was up for sale. It took until '84 to find a buyer for the outboard business.
Unfortunately it was Bayliner. When Bayliner took over, it promised to keep the business open
for at least 2 years. After the 2 year period it was sold to Brunswick. The rest is history. Then
soon after purchasing the boat company discontinued the powerboats to focus on the sailboat
market, but it wasn't long and they folded. The Sailboats were sold to to Starwind Parts.
Starwind Parts has since sold molds, spare parts, sails, etc. Lone Star boats started out in
Grand Prairie, Texas back in the 50's. Chrysler Buys Lone Star in Chrysler Corp. Chrysler stern
drives were sold to Bayliner Boats in and the outboard division was sold to the Force
Outboards division of U. Marine - an affiliate of Bayliner - in Bayliner wanted to start packaging
their boats, and the Capri line was introduced to the buying public with "Force" engines on the
transom. At first, they were just Chrysler's with Force stickers. They later came out with their
own cowlings and paint scheme to match the Bayliner branding. When Brunswick purchased
Bayliner, they inherited the these Force outboards, probably unwanted, and mostly obsolete,
engines came with the deal. However Mercury took advantage of the opportunity and ended up
with low cost Force engines to factory rig their boats, perhaps an idea of ahead of it's time. I
understand, they were actually pretty good, but not really hot performers and with a second tier,
"cheapout" image for the owners. The situation spooked Yamaha and OMC enough that they
downgraded their own lines, removing oil injection and other items, so they, too, would have a
second tier line. Yamaha had a designation for theirs also. As clean technology became
mandated, this engine had to die, so Mercury dumped it in favor of putting Merc engines on
Bayliners, and all their other brands also. The Force name later turned into the Mariner brand
outboards which was introduced in Australia sometime in the early 70's and in the United States
in Points are set at. These points units were not the most thought out unit as setting them had
some challenges and is the wiring screw had another nut to hold the block in place with a
second nut to secure the wires, it could be easier. In setting the points, I have found it easiest to
reinstall the flywheel nut and screw it down to where it stops on the crankshaft, form here you
can use a wrench on the nut and rotate the crankshaft to where the widest part of the cam is in
contact with the point rub bar. And the critical point is when the points break governed by the
ramp up to the high spot. Later motors from about on used electronic ignition. Here, if for some
reason you need to find Top Dead Center TDC it may be easiest to use the old motorcycle
method of pulling the spark plug and running a rod down inside the cylinder, pull it over
SLOWLY and watch the rod move out, stopping it at the highest point. However there is really
no need to worry as there is not much you can do as to timing on these anyway, other than
carburetor cam arm roller positioning. Usually in numbering cylinders, the top one would be
number ONE. My method of pulling these flywheels is to back the nut off until the top is just
above the threads protecting them , using a medium heavy hammer soft brass preferred , wrap
your arm around the flywheel, putting a lifting strain on the motor and SHARPLY RAP this nut.
Usually this will jar the flywheel loose. There are three detents in the approximate locations, as
seen in the photo below which the stamped sheet-metal emergency rope starter plate nestles
into to secure this plate after the flywheel nut is tightened down on top of the plate. The internal
throat is. The one bad thing is getting it off the manifold. The RH nut has not enough room
between the carburetor body and the nut to get a standard wrench on unless it has a short
handle. The float bowl needle seat is unique in that it is a green Neoprene ring held in the hole
by one loop "clip" of a coil spring. The needle then is just stainless and has a retracting clip.
The float is a soldered brass float. There is a throttle arm roller that is attached by a eccentric
bolt, which is used to adjust the link and sync. The choke is simple and attached to the rod by a
spring clip similar to that used by the automotive industry. On the choke plate of the carburetor,
it has 3 slight notches that individually engage in a small short standup coil spring that retains
the choke in the closest position. There is no air breather on this carburetor. It will be a
challenge to clean this carburetor and be able to REUSE the float rubber bowl ring seal. This
seal appears very slightly smaller diameter, so needs to be warmed up in the sun or in HOT
WATER or soaked in gasoline, stretch it enough to allow it to stay in the groove in the
carburetor's bowl base long enough to install the bowl. Then it has to be pretty tightly fitting on
the outer rim otherwise it may leak. So trial and error may be the order of the day when using
this seal. The problem is the float bowl has only a single thickness of the thin aluminum bowl to

seal against the gasket, even a very slight miss-alignment of the gasket can allow fuel to leak
out. Note that this bowl has a flat on one side of the bottom. This flat goes on the pivot pin inlet
side of the carb body, but not at 90 degrees, as it needs to be aligned with the float hinge base.
Replacement fuel pumps appear to not be available, but parts are to rebuild one. These are a
pretty basic diaphragm fuel pump so no surprises when you tear it apart. The fuel line has a
inline small plastic fuel filter, there is another identical one behind the pump and the carburetor.
The quick disconnect fuel line is similar to the industrial type oil line connectors and is known
as the Chrysler type. A simple and unique system for the spindle gear to be raised and engage
the flywheel is a angled slot in the gear that a cross-pin rides in very similar to the small hp
OMCs up to the mid s. As the starter rope is pulled, the gear slides upward on this cross-pin,
engaging the flywheel gear. Replacing this rope itself can be a challenge, but explained below.
In the repairs of getting it going, I discovered that a small plastic Vee pulley that is attached to a
casting boss on the front of the manifold was a rope guide to facilitate a 90 degree change in
the direction the rope came off the spool to going out the front cowling. In order to remove the
pin, the ignition timing plate had to be removed, the roll pin driven down and out of both the
upper and lower boss lips. In my driving it out, it went OK out the upper boss , but split
lengthwise and part of it hung up slightly inside the lower boss. This bolt then was used to
retain the new pulley, leaving in part of the broken roll pin in the bottom boss. The reason for
this is the broken part was so tight that I was afraid that if I tried to totally remove it without
bottom support, that the bottom aluminum manifold boss would become broken. The inner
spring has a crosswise tail that goes inside a slot on the lower end of shaft The outer spring's
90 degree downward tail goes into a plastic base 16 and held in by a small brass clip as seen in
the photo on the right above. This plastic base has a slot that straddles and is retained by 21
roll pin. A problem was encountered when I got it all assembled with the new spring, after the
second pull, the spool did not want to recoil. What had happened was that this retainer type roll
pin was only held in by being pressed into ONE boss on the rear of part 20 bracket. This long
roll pin broke, allowing the spring to unwind, bind it up to where it took a bit of work using two
pliers to straighten it back into a usable thing again. OK, a small boss was fabricated out of
scrap aluminum and Heliarc welded onto the front of the 20 as seen in the photo below. The
weld slopped over into the hole, which was reamed out using a 1" end mill cutter. J B Weld was
used to secure this rod in place. The front hole was countersunk to allow more epoxy to adhere
to the rod's end. It is about mandatory to remove the flywheel to give clearance to remove the
upper starter spool bracket 4. Removing the carburetor also helps. The screw 1 just retains the
cross pin 13 that retains and activates the starter gear 2. With the spool assembly off the motor,
you need to install the new rope into the spool pulley and secure that end. Next slide the spring
unit inside the center aluminum tube Slide the gear 2 over the aluminum tube being sure to
locate the protruding spring out through and between the forward "posts" on the 4 bracket. The
new starter spring needs to have the pivot shaft 12 installed inside the spring with the slot in the
shaft engaging the lower tail of the inner spring. Locate the cross pin holes in the tube and the
upper shaft end, by viewing them in the gear bevel slot. Install the retainer pin 13 and tighten
the 1 screw. Try to align the bottom plastic spring base slot so it will slid over the 21 roll pin in
the lower bracket. Manipulate this assembly down under the timing plate cam and the plastic
base slot onto the roll pin as you slide everything into place. Re-install the screws retaining the
4 bracket. You are now trying to wind the rope onto the spool while the rewind spring is under
tension and getting greater as the number of coils are wound onto the spool. Have the rope
coming out to the right of the spool as seen in the photo below. Pull the loose end of the rope,
rotating the spool Counter Clockwise. Keep doing this for about 5 or 6 revolutions or until the
rope completely fills the spool, all the while maintaining tension on the loose end of the rope.
Repeat the poking the loose end of the rope behind and out on the other side of the spool. You
may need to do this 2 or 3 times so you apply enough spring rewind tension on the spool. Test
this tension by using your finger as a pivot point at the location of the small Delron pulley, so
that it will retract the starter pull knob back to the front of the cowling as when the rope would
be let go of as if you were trying to start the motor. If you are satisfied there is enough tension
to pull the starter knob back and tight against the cowling, not enough tension here will allow
the starter gear to not retract, allowing the flywheel gear teeth to chew parts off the top of the
plastic gear teeth when it starts. You now can test it better for retractability, but remember there
will need to be a few inches to attach the pull handle onto the rope with. If it looks OK, pull out
another couple of feet and tie a overhand knot in this rope to temporarily secure it so you don't
have to fight tension as you install the pull handle. When you are finished with a NEW starter
rope, the rope will fill the spool to it's outer limits, but this will compact down some after usage.
The photo below shows an older motor which uses points and condensers. It appears to have
been made to accept remote controls. This is just a grounding device for shorting out the points

to stop the motor. You will notice the light gray and blue female spade connectors on the kill
button switch behind the cowling latch in the photo below. This part is No Longer Available as a
replacement item. The shade-tree repair was to use some black latex caulking to bond these
loose parts together. It moves horizontally to change the gears. There is a starter lock out
system so the motor can not be starter in either gear, only neutral. This interlock is indicated by
the red arrow in the photo below. You can pull the starter rope in any shift position, but the
interlock does not allow the starter pinion gear to raise to engage the flywheel gear unless the
shifting lever is in neutral. However many fishermen have been known to remove this feature. In
the photo below you can just see the top corner of the cowling latch at the right of the red
arrow. The purple arrow points to the slow speed stop adjustment screw. On the right is the kill
button directly above the fuel coupler. On the left, the choke wire is just that a wire with a loop
on the front. You will also notice the black felt marked arrow on the top of the spool as a
reminder to anyone who may later need to replace the starter rope. On starboard side once the
motor is up a spring loaded latch snaps a side-plate up holding it. To lower, this latch needs to
be depressed. The RH photo below shows the water pump attached to the lower unit. It appears
that this pump housing is made of the same fiberglass reinforced material as the prop. One
good thing about this water pump unit is that the rear slip fit connection to the outlet water tube
to the block is that it has a tapered upper end and is deep enough that there is no problem of
getting a miss-alignment or leaky seal here. Do not turn the lower shifting rod either in or out
during your impeller replacement as this lower rod's adjustment may be critical for proper
placement of the shifting sliding clutch dog. If you do have to remove it, the suggestion would
be to turn it in clockwise as far as it will go, BUT COUNT the revolutions from your starting
location to the bottomed out position. This will give you a reference to return to later on. The
upper one is a fill level indicator. Be careful when removing this one and it may be best to have
a container under it to catch any spilled oil. Unscrew this lower screw, but as it just clears the
threads, hesitate, slightly crack the opening and watch for what is going to drain out first. If it is
golden or blue, even blackish color, fine. If it has a thick creamy color, you have water intrusion,
which is not good. If it is badly contaminated, you will need to drain and flush the gearbox out
with Kerosene, check for leakage and repair that before refilling. If you had any water intrusion,
you may consider checking for more water occasionally until you are satisfied you have
corrected the problem or need to do so. Refilling is best accomplished by using a outboard
motor gear oil pump bottle. These are designed for outboard motors and have a flexible plastic
tube mounted in a pump cap on a quart bottle. These tubes come with different size threads to
accommodate different motors. These motors use the same standard size as Johnson and
Evinrude motors use. This is the full level. Now a trick, screw the upper screw in and tighten it
before you remove the lower pump unit. This helps create a slight vacuum so you have a few
seconds to get the pump unscrewed from the lower threads and get the plug screw back in
creating a lesser oily mess. Clean up any spilled oil and you are ready to go. They are held onto
the prop shaft by a splined plastic insert in the prop that mates with the splined. This cap holds
the retainer pin from falling out. Older Mercury parts are expensive. The only thing I see wrong
with this motor that I was worked on was the weakly designed recoil starter spool spring.
However if you take into consideration that at the time of this repair, the motor was 27 years old,
maybe it wasn't that bad after all. By looking at the parts drawings, this was changed to a
separate overhead mounted starter unit in , and then later changed again. The owner of this
motor says it pushes their 12' aluminum boat faster than his equivalent OMC motors. So an
observation is the prop's smaller diameter and slightly less pitch than the OMCs. When OMC
goes to their 15hp motors they stay the same diameter but lessen the pitch. Maybe this motor
was designed with a smaller prop, but allowing the RPM to increase which relates also to higher
HP. If this is the case, then the problem would be this motor has less thrust at a lower RPM, but
being more designed to be used on lighter boats, where the OMCs could be used on light boats,
but also as a kicker motor pushing larger boats at a lesser RPM at a fishing speed. In many
industries where competition is heavy, patent infringements could become expensive, and
some designs may look fine on paper, and may function while parts are new, but over time,
metal fatigue and wear among other things can take their toll. Again any improvements need to
not copy a competitor's design, so you may find a few weak links pop up later. And then there
are some operators who seem to have problems no matter what they touch. Back to the Main
Ramblings Page. Originated , Last updated Contact the author. Top view of the magneto
system. Top side of the flywheel Bottom side of the flywheel. Carburetor LH side view
Carburetor front view. View if the fuel pump with the top line going to the carburetor. Exploded
view of recoil starter system Starter spring assembly FA Front view of the assembled motor
with cowling off. Here the lower unit is unbolted from the exhaust housing, exposing the Allen
head shifting rod connector screw Here you can see the water pump. Note the long tapered

funnel that accepts the water outlet tube to the block. Water pump impeller. Top side of the
flywheel. Bottom side of the flywheel. Carburetor LH side view. Carburetor front view. Exploded
view of recoil starter system. Starter spring assembly FA Here the lower unit is unbolted from
the exhaust housing, exposing the Allen head shifting rod connector screw. Here you can see
the water pump. NOTE: Our shopping cart adds shipping charges for domestic orders only. We
will ship internationally after a request for a shipping quote is made. These parts are all at our
North Carolina location which is open from October 1st thru March 27th. All the vintage Sears
and Eska outboard parts listed on these pages have been carefully removed from select
outboard motors. The pictures shown are pictures of the actual part you are purchasing and all
parts shown are included. They are guaranteed to be in good, serviceable condition and have a
30 day return policy. We have many parts that are not yet listed on this site. If you need a
specific part for your outboard, ask - we may have it. SEARS For more information, e-mail us at
sales thebrazilianconnection. Model Year HP Complete Outboards. ESKA sold its first outboard
in Eska took a single cylinder air cooled engine made by Tecumseh and attached it to a Clinton
lower unit. It was about as simple as could be. They continued unchanged until when Eska
introduced a water cooled two cylinder 9. They went out of business in Eska supplied motors to
many retailers such as Sears, Pennys, Grants and others. Complete Outboards Will be added as
available. Skip to main content. Related: gamefisher outboard motor tanaka outboard
gamefisher 15 hp outboard outboard motor small outboard motor gamefisher 7. Include
description. Force 5 Items 5. Mercury 1 Items 1. Unbranded 3 Items 3. Not Specified 59 Items
New 55 Items Used Items Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings
Accepts Offers Auction 1. Buy It Now Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options.
Free International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller.
Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Condition New Used. Any
Free International Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Complete Outboard Engines - apply
Category filter. Outboard Mid-Sections - apply Category filter. Outboard Exhaust Systems apply Category filter. Buy It Now. Last one. Shipping not specified. Leave feedback about your
eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb Number
of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping
options and costs. Quick Links. Table of Contents. Sears Roebuck and Co. Outboard Motor
Sears gamefisher It is strongly recommended that 1. Your Gamefisher is the end product of
years of Recommended research, engineering and development. They are also available at most
Sears retail outlets, catalog and service centers. Most Sears stores can order repair parts for
you, when you provide the model number of your outboard motor. Figure 1 The keel should be
tapered from a point about 30" Compare the illustrations Figures and 5 with your outboard
motor to familiarize yourself with the location of various controls and adjustments. Save this
manual for future reference. To drop the handle, lift the arm up slightly, The motor has a lock
out device that pre- Retard throttle control to "slow" position, shift engine into "neutral.
Operator has carried out pre-operation checklist. Figure Check that motor is not over-rewing R.
Sears Outboard Gear Lube. If not available, use non-corrosive, EP 90 outboard gear lube. Allow
lubricant to drain completely Figure The high speed system, which meters fuel from high idle to
wide open throttle, is factory equipped with a jet that is not adjustable. E REF. Page Crankshaft
And Piston! All parts listed herein This manual is also suitable for: Gamefisher Print page 1
Print document 56 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. It goes without saying how important it is for the
motor in your boat to be in proper working order when you're out enjoying the water. The motor
in your boat works through internal combustion, which requires many different parts that are
constantly rubbing and grinding together at high rates of speed. Due to the nature of this
process, parts will wear down, leaving your motor in need of repairs. Some of the more common
repair issues involve failing to start, overheating, excessive noises or vibration, improper
propeller revolutions and sudden motor cutoff. Boating parts It goes without saying how
important it is for the motor in your boat to be in proper working order when you're out enjoying
the water. Models Showing of Sears depth locator. Sears inflatable boat paddle. Shop parts.
Craftsman 5 hp outboard motor. Craftsman outboard motor. Craftsman 99 hp outboard motor.
Craftsman 15 hp outboard motor. Craftsman 95 hp outboard motor. Craftsman 75 hp outboard
motor. Craftsman 20 lb thrust electric fishing motor. Craftsman electric fishing motor. Sunflower
SB sunflower sb Craftsman 20 99 hp gamefisher transom. Showing of Back to top. Categories
All categories. All brands. American Sports. Delco Remy. Formosan Rubber. Minn Kota. Super
Snark. Super Snark II. What are some typical boat motor problems? What can cause motor
problems? Is the ignition turning the engine over? If not, then the problem could be a dead
battery. Other issues include the transmission being in gear or spark plugs that need replacing.
An overheating motor can cause a dangerous situation, especially out on the water. Outboard

motors need a continuous supply of water to cool them. If foreign objects are clogging the
water intake, then the motor will not get the water it needs to keep itself cool. Additionally, the
water pump impeller could be malfunctioning, which could also cut off water flow to the motor.
Excessive noise or vibration from your motor could indicate a couple of things. At the top of the
list is determining if you have a loose or damaged propeller. If the shear pin has loo
jeep wrangler cigarette lighter fuse
ford focus front wheel bearing replacement
2003 chevy s10 blazer
sened or the propeller isn't aligned properly, then it will experience irregular revolutions.
Another part to examine is the motor mounts. These parts not only help keep your motor
secured to the boat, but they also act as dampeners for motor noise and vibration. If the shear
pin is intact, examine the shaft and propeller for any entangled debris. If the propeller only spins
slowly, a gear case or transmission failure could be causing the problem. Bottom-Mount
Refrigerator. Built-In Microwave. Countertop Microwave. Shop Kenmore Elite countertop
microwave parts. Electric Range. Gas Line Trimmer. Shop Craftsman gas line trimmer parts.
Gas Walk-Behind Mower. Craftsman gas walk-behind mower parts. Kenmore Humidifier Parts.
Laundry Center. Lawn Tractor Mandrel Shaft parts. Power Pruner. Craftsman Power pruner
Parts. Room Air Conditioner. Hitachi Television Replacement Parts. Tool Cabinet. Craftsman
Tool Cabinet Replacement Parts. Shop Kenmore Elite washer parts. Need help? Close Start
Chat.

